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Marshall, in “Pax quaeritur bello : The Cromwellian Military Legacy,” provides an excellent historiography of Cromwell's impact on British military thought, especially regarding the concept of a standing, professional army, from the death of Cromwell in 1658 through the early eighteenth century and the career of John Churchill, Duke of Marlborough. Oddly, although Marshall recounts in vivid terms the fears British society had of “the spectre of the Cromwellian military legacy; indeed it raised the noisy cry of treason and ‘Cromwell and the military power’ and accusations against Marlborough of his wishing to become a ‘Perpetual Dictator,'” Marshall is curiously blank on the period between Marlborough's death in 1722 and the career of the Duke of Wellington in the early nineteenth century (p. 125). Neither further developments in Britain nor even more
compelling events in North America seem worthy of his attention.

A standing army concerned England's American subjects and informed the debates over relevant provisions in the embryonic Constitution of the new United States. In an article published in 1995, historian Louise A. Breen points to a 1638 entry in Governor John Winthrop's journal recording the suspicions of the Massachusetts Bay Colony's General Court. “Recognizing ‘how dangerous it might be to erect a standing authority of military men, which might easily, in time, overthrow the civil power,’ he wrote, the Court ‘thought fit to stop it betimes.’”[1] These debates dictated how colonial militias were organized and controlled, and were reflected over a hundred years later in the concerns of America's Founding Fathers, including Elbridge Gerry, John Rutledge, Roger Sherman, and Edmund Randolph. At least six of the Federalist Papers, authored by Alexander Hamilton, James Madison, and John Jay, deal with their apprehensions over standing armies. Obviously, these fears were formed by Cromwell's legacy, but Marshall fails to study American colonial formative experiences.

Cromwell's legacy is a valuable addition to any twenty-first-century scholar of “one of a small number of British historical figures to be instantly recognizable, at least in Britain and Ireland” (p. 1).
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